Agenda

• The latest program updates (10 min)
• Lightning rounds (5-7 minutes each)
  ○ Collecting student work at GSD
  ○ Introducing the new reserves tool
• Exploring Canvas Commons! (45 min)
Program Updates

Kristin Sullivan
Program Director, TLT
TLT Program Updates

1. Program progress (spoiler alert: on time, under budget!)
2. IPS batch agreement
3. LTI … oh my!
4. Multi-level school engagement
5. Re-integration planning
6. The world’s easiest trivia game
Collecting student work

Kevin Lau and Janina Mueller
GSD
Student Work Harvester tool

- Centralized method to collect student work
- Process will reduce duplication of work
- Enable faculty & staff to actively collaborate in the identification and tagging of submitted course work
- Collected content can be used for publication, recruitment, marketing, exhibitions, and accreditation
Student Work Harvester tool

Canvas test environment

- Admin backend [https://harvard.test.instructure.com/accounts/37](https://harvard.test.instructure.com/accounts/37)

- Instructor frontend: Building Simulation F2015
  [https://harvard.test.instructure.com/courses/4023](https://harvard.test.instructure.com/courses/4023)
Student Work Harvester tool
Student Work Harvester tool

- Associated metadata:
  - long-term archive
  - better identification, organization, management, and retrieval of content

- Tool is shareable with the Harvard community*

Contact us:
klau@gsd.harvard.edu ; jmueller@gsd.harvard.edu
Library course reserves!

Kris Markman
Online Learning Librarian, Harvard Library
Course reserves

- Installed at school level
- BAs will share documentation link
- Plan to be available for spring reserves requests
Canvas Commons
Exploration

Chrissy McKeon
Business Analyst, TLT
Canvas Commons

1. Commons Overview
2. Guided Hands-on Demos
   a. **Importing** Content from Commons
   b. **Sharing** Content to Commons
3. Brainstorming Session and Q&A
Canvas Commons

Break-out Sessions

1. Brainstorm 3 use cases where you think Commons could be a valuable tool

2. Brainstorm 3 questions you would want answered before turning Commons on in our instance.
Wrap-up

Questions?
Comments?

Thank you!